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Unit Objectives 

1. Responding by matching pitch using sol and mi. 

2. Creating notational patterns using sol and mi. 

3. Creating/Responding to movement reflective of sol and mi. 

4. Performing sol and mi individually. 

5. Performing sol and mi with others. 

 

National Standards Addressed 

Cr.1.K.a With guidance, explore and experience music concepts (such as beat and melodic     

contour). 

Pr.2.K With guidance, explore and demonstrate awareness of music contrasts. 

Cr.1.3.b Generate musical ideas (such as rhythms and melodies) within a given tonality and/or 

meter. 

Songs Used 

1. See Saw 

2. Aserrín Aserrán 

3. Corn, Carrots, Spinach, Peas 

4. Teddy Bear 

 

 

 

 



Pre-Assessment/Post-Assessment 
1. Model Seesaw for class using a puppet, which moves up and down following the beats. 
2. Create a new pattern for the see saw to move “Up Up Down Down Up Up Down” is the 

same as “Sol Sol Mi Mi Sol Sol Mi”. 
3. Class sings SeeSaw together, passing the puppet around to create their own movement 

pattern one by one. 

 
4. Complete a rubric for each student after their turn in accordance with the unit 

objectives.  
5. Revisit this short song often, possibly as a song to line up to. Ex.) After we sing 3 times 

we are in a line ready to walk in the hall. 
 

 1 2 3 4 
Matching pitch 
sol/mi. 

Neither sol or mi 
can be determined. 

Sol and Mi are sung 
only as sol or mi. 

Sol and Mi are both 
sung with few 
mistakes. 

Sol and mi can be 
repeated with 
complete accuracy.  

Creating patterns 
using sol/mi 
notation. 

Vocal pattern does 
not include sol or 
mi. 

Vocal pattern 
includes sol and mi. 

Vocal pattern 
includes only sol 
and mi with few 
mistakes.  

Sol and Mi are used 
exclusively in 
accordance with up 
and down lyrics.  

Movement is 
reflective of sol/mi. 

Movement does not 
match vocal 
pattern. 
 

Movement matches 
sol and mi but at 
incorrect times. 

Movement matches 
melodic shape with 
few mistakes. 

Puppet moves in 
the same direction 
as the pitch. 

Sings individually 
using sol/mi. 

Learner does not 
complete a pattern 
of movement, lyrics 
or pitch. 
 

Learner performs 
solo with 1/3 
(movement, lyrics, 
pitch). 

Learner performs 
solo with 2/3 
(movement, lyrics, 
pitch). 

Learner performs 
solo with 3/3 
(movement, lyrics, 
pitch). 

Sing in groups using 
sol/mi. 

Learner does 
participate with 
class. 
 

Learner speaks, 
moves, or sing with 
class. 

Learner completes 
some but not all 
aspects of singing, 
moving, and 
repeating patterns 
with class. 

Learner sings with 
class using sol and 
mi, movement, and 
patterns. 

 
 

  

 

  

 

Seesaw
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See saw, up and

Source:
KMTI Collection
A selection by Katalin Komlos
Bridgeport Summer Course
Bridgeport, Conn.: 1972

down,

In the sky and on the ground.
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Corn Carrots Spinach Peas Prepare 
 

Teacher: Ms. Diaz        Class:  Kindergarten       Date Taught: Spring 2019    Time: 30 min. 
KCCR Standard  Cr.1.K.a With guidance, explore and experience music concepts (such as 

beat and melodic contour). 
Pr.2.K With guidance, explore and demonstrate awareness of music 
contrasts. 

Lesson Objective  Improvise “answers” in the same style to given rhythmic and melodic 
“questions”. 

Assessment/Criteria See rubric. 

Materials Recording Device 

 

Be
gi
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in

g 
5  

m
in

.  

1. Movement Warm Up 
2. Repeat after me: Sing first two measure for class. 

3.  

M
id
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e 
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1. What was my song about? 
2. What are some different types of vegetables? Create a list on board of different types of 

favorite vegetables.  
3. Repeat after me “I like celery” distinguish between I and He/She pronouns. 
4. After I tell you my favorite vegetable, let’s all sing “corn carrots spinach peas, mom said eat a 

lot of these”. 
5. Repeat with various vegetables with teacher as the soloist, encourage patting the beat. 
6. Move class into a circle. 
7. While continuing with patting, move around the circle featuring different students as the 

soloist. RECORD THIS ACTIVITY FOR ASSESSMENT 

Ru
br

ic
 

 1 2 3 
Sol and Mi Sol and Mi are the same 

pitch or a different pitch. 
Sol and Mi are sometimes 
differentiated. 

Sol and Mi are clearly and 
consistently differentiated. 

Body Percussion Inconsistent with solfege. Mostly matches solfege 
with few mistakes. 

Corresponds with solfege. 

Responding Responses do not match 
the solo. 

Student explores in 
responding with some 
mistakes. 

Student confidently 
responds to other solos 
accurately.  

 

 
 



Aserrín Aserrán Prepare 
Teacher: Ms. Diaz        Class:  Kindergarten       Date Taught: Spring 2019    Time: 30 min. 

 
KCCR Standard  Cr.1.K.a With guidance, explore and experience music concepts (such as 

beat and melodic contour). 
Lesson Objective  Identify specific music concepts as they appear in selected music. 

Assessment/Criteria Key Identifications: Matching pitch on repeat after me, steady beat, steady 
movement. 

Materials Glockenspiel 
 

 

Be
gi

nn
in

g 
5 

m
in

.  

1. Wiggles out Dalcroze drum warm-up 
 

2. On sol-mi: 
T: “Class, class” 
S: “Yes, yes” 
T: “Repeat after me” S: “Repeat after me” … 
T: “Clap Pat”… “Aserrin, Aserran” 

M
id

dl
e 
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Learning our Song 
1. Listen to recording of song performance. 
2. Listen again with patting along. 
3. Repeat after me spoken words (no melody yet) translating and correcting as you go. 

• 2 bar sections, then 4, 2 lines etc. 
• Use fill in the blank, magic lips, etc. as needed/effective. 

4. Add melody to lines in echo style. 
• 2 bar sections, then 4, 2 lines etc. 
• Use fill in the blank, magic lips, etc. as needed/effective. 

 
Wiggle break, model song again or play recording before continuing.  
 
5. Sing it! Encourage students to pat along with the beat. 
6. Sing it line my line by student groups, every group continues passing. 

En
d 

5 
m

in
.  

1. Play the game described in the attached song and analysis as time allows. 
2. T: “Class, class” 
       S: “Yes, yes” 
       T: “Line up” 

 
 



 
 

Moderato

Aserrín, aserrán 
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A se rrín, a se rrán, los

Source:
Maria Alvarez Rios and Maria Antonieta Henriquez
Cantos Infantiles Cubanos
Havana, Cuba:  Editorial Gente Nueva, 2000

ma de ros de San Juan,

Los

1.

de_a rri ba pi den que so, los de_a ba jo pi den pan.

Tri

Spanish Text
1. Aserrín, aserrán, 
    los maderos de San Juan,
    Los de arriba piden queso,
    los de abajo piden pan.
 
Chorus: Triqui, triqui, triqui, triqui,
             Triqui, triqui, triqui tran.

2. Aserrín, aserrán, 
    los maderos de San Juan,
    El marinero en la popa, 
    aserrando un banco está.

3. Aserrín, aserrán, 
    las palomitas se van,
    Las del cura vuelan mucho,
    tambien las del sacristán.

4. Aserrín, aserrán,
    las campanas de San Juan,
    Las de alante corren mucho,
    las de atrás se quedarán.

(Additional verses from Montoya, Juan Hidalgo, Cancionero Popular Infantil Español)

Game Directions
Formation: Seated pairs of children.

Action: As they sing, children grasp hands and sway back and forth, imitating the motion of 
                 lumberjacks sawing.
              Or, a child sits in the mother's lap and the mother leans the child back and forth in time 
                 with the song.

Chorus:

qui, tri qui, tri qui, tri

English Translation
1. Sawdust, sawdust, [rhyming word play]
    the lumberjacks from San Juan,
    Those [that saw] above ask for cheese,
    those [that saw] below ask for bread.

(Chorus)

2. Sawdust, sawdust,
    the lumberjacks from San Juan,
    The sailor at the stern,
    he is sawing a bench.

3. Sawdust, sawdust,
    the little doves fly away,
    The priest's doves fly quickly,
    also the sexton's.
 
4. Sawdust, sawdust,
    the bells of San Juan,
    Those in front run quickly,
    those in back shall stay behind.

qui, tri qui, tri qui, tri qui tran.

http://kodaly.hnu.edu



Aserrín Aserrán Present 
Teacher: Ms. Diaz        Class:  Kindergarten       Date Taught: Spring 2019    Time: 30 min. 

KCCR Standard  Cr.1.K.a With guidance, explore and experience music concepts (such as beat and melodic 
contour). 
Pr.2.K With guidance, explore and demonstrate awareness of music contrasts. 

Lesson Objective  Identify specific music concepts as they appear in selected music. 

Assessment/Criteria Accuracy of response to sol and mi changes in body movement and visually. 

Materials Body percussion icons 

 

St
ar

t 
5m

in
. 4. Movement warm up and listen to song as a refresher, 

M
id
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e 
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1. Sing song together as class, correcting and providing feedback as needed. 
2. Follow the leader patting the beat like before while singing. 
3. Continuing in follow the leader style add body percussion with claps on beat one and pats on beat two. Have the class 

stand up depending on focus. 
• Claps highlight sol, pats highlight mi. 

T: How many different body percussions did we use? (2) 
T: How many different notes did we sing? 
***To scaffold – Play the melody on a glockenspiel, holding it up for all to see with all but the two bars needed removed.  
Sing sol and mi with the instrument*** 
T: These notes are called So and Mi!  

      
Place body percussion icons on white board staff on A’s and F#’s to match student movement.  

• Discuss which one is higher (in relation to body and on the staff, aurally distinguish after that). 
Optional Activities: 

• Students sing sol and mi as teacher performs body percussion in front of class, changing back and forth between 
the two. Students take turns being the leader as well.  

• Change the icon orders around on the board, think pair share and do as a whole group. Also allow students to 
reorder the icons. 

In both activities, checklist student leaders as they create their patterns for the class. 
Item Yes No 

Body percussion/Icon placement 
represents sol mi. 

  

Student models their pattern 
accurately.  

  

 Total Points.         /2   
 



En
d  

5 
m

in
. Perform song once more with body percussion but this time reading the symbols on the board as well and pointing along 

to lead them as they read. 

 

 
 

Moderato

Aserrín, aserrán 
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A se rrín, a se rrán, los

Source:
Maria Alvarez Rios and Maria Antonieta Henriquez
Cantos Infantiles Cubanos
Havana, Cuba:  Editorial Gente Nueva, 2000

ma de ros de San Juan,

Los

1.

de_a rri ba pi den que so, los de_a ba jo pi den pan.

Tri

Spanish Text
1. Aserrín, aserrán, 
    los maderos de San Juan,
    Los de arriba piden queso,
    los de abajo piden pan.
 
Chorus: Triqui, triqui, triqui, triqui,
             Triqui, triqui, triqui tran.

2. Aserrín, aserrán, 
    los maderos de San Juan,
    El marinero en la popa, 
    aserrando un banco está.

3. Aserrín, aserrán, 
    las palomitas se van,
    Las del cura vuelan mucho,
    tambien las del sacristán.

4. Aserrín, aserrán,
    las campanas de San Juan,
    Las de alante corren mucho,
    las de atrás se quedarán.

(Additional verses from Montoya, Juan Hidalgo, Cancionero Popular Infantil Español)

Game Directions
Formation: Seated pairs of children.

Action: As they sing, children grasp hands and sway back and forth, imitating the motion of 
                 lumberjacks sawing.
              Or, a child sits in the mother's lap and the mother leans the child back and forth in time 
                 with the song.

Chorus:

qui, tri qui, tri qui, tri

English Translation
1. Sawdust, sawdust, [rhyming word play]
    the lumberjacks from San Juan,
    Those [that saw] above ask for cheese,
    those [that saw] below ask for bread.

(Chorus)

2. Sawdust, sawdust,
    the lumberjacks from San Juan,
    The sailor at the stern,
    he is sawing a bench.

3. Sawdust, sawdust,
    the little doves fly away,
    The priest's doves fly quickly,
    also the sexton's.
 
4. Sawdust, sawdust,
    the bells of San Juan,
    Those in front run quickly,
    those in back shall stay behind.

qui, tri qui, tri qui, tri qui tran.
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Teddy Bear Practice 

Teacher: Ms. Diaz        Class:  Kindergarten       Date Taught: Spring 2019    Time: 30 min. 

KCCR Standard  Cr.1.K.a With guidance, explore and experience music concepts (such as 

beat and melodic contour). 

Pr.2.K With guidance, explore and demonstrate awareness of music 

contrasts. 

Cr.1.3.b Generate musical ideas (such as rhythms and melodies) within a 

given tonality and/or meter. 

Lesson Objective  Practice identifying and using sol and mi in new and old music. 

Assessment/Criteria Sol and mi, movement, collaboration. 

Materials Sheet music, white board 

 

Be
gi
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in
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m
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.  

1. Slinky body warm up 

2. Today we have another sol mi song! Listen. 

3. Model teddy bear then show music on board. 

M
id

dl
e 
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1. Add head and shoulder taps to teddy bear lyrics to match sol and mi. Ask probing questions 

so students identify where sol and mi are in the music (teddy bear, teddy bear lyrics). 

2. Sing as a class with movement and begin to add the matching actions to the second half of 

the phrases. 

3. Repeat as needed. 

4. Think, Pair, Share, for other actions teddy bear can do in his spot. This can continue on in 

small group performances, large group follow the leader, etc. 

5. Create a new list of motions to do in a class chosen order. 

6. Perform new actions to song as a class, complete with the going to sleep sequence. 

 

En
d 

5 
m

in
.  Class vote on other songs within unit if time allows to revisit nd practice. 



 
 

  

 

  

 

  

 

Teddy Bear #2
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Source:
Helen L. Wyzga
Simple Gifts, Resource Book II
1976

round,
stairs,
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dy
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touch
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prayers,
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dy
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bear,

shine
turn out

a   q      a    q      Q

your
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light,

Ted
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ted
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dy

bear,
bear,

that
say

will
good

do!
night.


